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Abstract
Nipah virus is an emerging zoonotic paramyxovirus that is responsible for severe outbreaks in humans and livestocks.
This negative stranded RNA virus carries RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) complex which is required for viral
RNA replication and transcription as a catalytic subunit of viral replicase. We have investigated the 3D structures of
four domains from three proteins- Nucleocapsid (N), Phosphoprotein (P) and Polymerase (L) which contribute to form
RdRp complex. The presence of intrinsic disorder regions in those proteins under native condition which made the in
vitro study of structure difficult. In our study, the 3D homology models of the domain Alpha MoRE and PXD (forming
N-P complex), and domain PMD and Domain I (forming P-L complex) were generated and evaluated. Protein-protein
docking studies of these four domains was performed which elucidated the structural aspects of RdRp complex and
also showed the nature of individual interaction (N-P and P-L). The evidence of the weak binding of Alpha MoRE with
PXD than the binding affinity of PMD to Domain I have suggested that, the Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction as a valuable
drug target.
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Introduction
Nipah virus (NiV) is an enveloped negative-stranded RNA
virus belonging to the genus Henipa virus of the Paramyxoviridae
family. NiV is highly pathogenic and emerging zoonotic virus that
is responsible for several outbreaks of severe respiratory illness and
viral encephalitis, first recognized in Malaysia on September, 1998
[1,2]. As in all mononegavirales members, the RNA genome of Nipah
virus is encapsulated by a viral coded nucleoprotein (N) to form a
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex. This RNP serves as the template
for viral RNA synthesis by the polymerase (L) protein during both
transcription and replication [3-7]. The encapsulation provides the way
for phosphoprotein to bind with N protein and recruit L protein [8-10].
Cytosolic transcription and replication of the viral genome is
mediated by the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) complex,
which includes the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) and viral P and L proteins
[11-13]. The complex is formed by the domains α-MoRE from N
protein, PXD and PMD from P protein [14,15] and Domain I from L
protein [16]. The N and P proteins have been shown to interact with
each other being able to form Alpha MoRE-PXD (N-P) interaction
where the P protein and the L protein form PMD-Domain I (P-L)
which latter serve as a way to recruit L onto nucleocapsid template [17].
The two interactions must be formed separately prior to the binding
of RdRp complex with RNA template for replication. N-P and P-L is
essential for their biological activity in nucleocapsid RNA replication
in vitro [18].
Previous studies showed that RNA virus proteins are enriched in
intrinsic disordered regions (IDR) due to their high mutation rate [19].
In normal physiological condition IDRs have no define secondary and
tertiary structure [20]. The computational and experimental studies
proved that MeV proteins involved in replicative complex have large
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) [21-23]. Using computational
approaches, we render the result of disorderness to all proteins in Nipah
virus and show the abundance of IDRs within the RdRp complex of the
virus. Due to the abundance of disorderness in whole proteins found
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in RdRp complex, we report the structural prediction of four domains,
i. e., Alpha MoRE, PXD, PMD and Domain I which form the complex.
In our study, we propose the Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction in RdRp
complex as a putative drug target to inhibit the virus. The approach
aimed at disrupting this interaction and blocking transcription and
replication of virus.

Materials and Method
Sequence retrieval and intrinsically disordered location
prediction
Protein sequences of different domains of RdRp complex were
retrieved as FASTA format from NCBI () and ViPR (http://www.
viprbrc.org/) for this study. Identification of intrinsically disordered
location of these domains was performed by DisEMBL [24], RONN
[25] and IUPred [26] prediction program. DisEMBL was run using
default settings. The Hot-loop and Coil results were both included
in our evaluation. IUPred was run under the long sequence default
settings. RONN was used in default setting. Depending on prediction,
the results of all amino acids were utilized to a 0-1 scale. Residues
with values of 0.5 or greater indicate the possibility to be disordered.
According to this analysis values of all residues were further combined
and averaged.
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Secondary structure prediction

Results and Discussion

The secondary structures of four domains were analyzed by using
Jpred [27], PORTER [28], and YASPIN [29]. Jpred is followed by
combination of three programs (Jnet, Jhmm, Jpssm).All programs were
used in default settings providing the result of helix, strand and coil
with the confidence value (0-9) where 9 is the best confidence.

Prediction of intrinsic disorder regions

Homology modelling and evaluation
Modeller 9.15 [30] was used for homology modeling of protein
three dimensional structures. The multiple alignment of query sequence
was provided with known sequences called templates to calculate a 3-D
model containing all non-hydrogen bond atoms. In order to confirm
suitable templates, PSI-BLAST [31] against all existing molecules in the
protein data bank (PDB) was performed. Besides, HHpred [32], ps2v2
[33], phyre2 [34] and CPH models 3.2 server [35] were also used to
get suitable template. The ps2v2, phyre2, CPH models 3.2 servers were
provided direct model of target domain. The model of Alpha MoRE,
PXD, PMD were found from phyre server and the model of Domain I
was found from CPH models server which used as template.
The stereo-chemical properties of protein models were assessed
by two different servers, i.e., RAMPAGE [36] and ERRATv2 [37].
RAMPAGE provides Ramachandran plot to analyse the quality of
model where >98% of the favorable region resemble as a good quality
model. Good model with high resolution structures generally produce
values around or higher than 90% in ERRATv2.

Protein-protein docking
Molecular docking was performed by two web-based servers
Patchdock [38] and pyDock [39] to identify the substrate binding site
and affinity of proteins. Patchdock compute the molecular surface of
protein and discard the complex with unacceptable penetration of
one protein to another protein. Finally it gives complex with ranking
according to geometrically shape complementarities scores. pyDock
generates the result with best rigid body orientation including
electrostatic, desolvation energy and limited vanderwaals contribution.
In the analysis, 50 protein-protein complexes were analysed for each
interaction from which the best fitting was chosen. The global energy
of both two interactions was tested in Firedock [40]. The molecular
graphics software PyMOL [41] was used to visualize. The root mean
square deviations (RMSD) between the models and the template were
calculated by PyMOL. The RMSD value of two interactions found from
Patchdock and pyDock were also calculated by the same software.

Protein-protein interaction analysis
Protein interaction calculator [42] analyses protein-protein
interaction by calculating disulphide bonds, hydrophobic interactions,
ionic interactions, hydrogen bonds, aromatic-aromatic interactions,
aromatic-sulphur interactions and cation-π interactions between
proteins in the complex. The Protein Interfaces, Surfaces, and
Assemblies (PISA) server [43] was used to analyze the interface in the
models of both complexes.

According to structural analysis, intrinsic disorder regions
prediction which provides the way to characterize protein with defines
secondary and tertiary structure. In the result, ~ 30% amino acid (Table
1) in N protein (532 amino acid residues) has disordered amino acid
and most prominently the C-terminal region (after 400 amino acid
residues) show greater unstructured amino acid which is the interaction
prone area. P protein (Table 1) contains the variable amino acid almost
in all over the protein having ~ 50% disorderness. L protein (Table 1) in
the same complex show little disorderness.
The order structures of L protein have been supposed to bear precise
protein scaffold which have enzymatic activities for transcription and
replication. The present study has shown that long order structured
regions were found in N and P which are essential to form RdRp
complex suggesting a strong overall trend of disorder in RdRp complex.
As the flexible region has no define secondary and tertiary structure the
study has focused on four interacting domain of all three proteins and
explored out their ordered structure.

Secondary structure analysis and homology modelling
As RdRp complex acts as a catalytic subunit of viral replicase, it
plays important role in increasing the severity and number of this
infectious virus through regulating the replication and transcription
of virus itself. So it is essential to predict the tertiary structure of the
complex where the secondary structure show the amino acid lies in
helix, strand or coil. The result of secondary structure revealed that
alpha helix dominating among secondary structure elements followed
by alpha helix, extended strand and beta turns for all sequences. In this
study all domains show >70% alpha helical structure (Table 2) and lack
of beta sheet except PMD domain which have very few amino acid
shown beta sheet in prediction.
Template identification server have suggested template for modelling
of these domain. Comparative modelling template was unable to give a
good model of required domains. Therefore to get a good model, we had
used theoretical model as template found from different servers for each
domain. In this study, the model of Alpha MoRE, PXD, PMD and the
model of domain I were found from phyre server and CPH models server,
respectively, were used as template. The result of Alpha MoRE (Figure
1), PXD (Figure 2), PMD (Figure 3) and Domain I (Figure 4) showed
100%, 97.9%, 99.1% and 96.3% respectively in the favorable region in
ramachandran plot (Table 3). All these results suggested that all models
were reliable and structurally validated. The overall quality factor were
investigated by ERRAT (Table 3) which scores about 100%, 97.619%,
98.077% and 92.350% in Alpha MoRE (Figure 1), PXD (Figure 2), PMD
(Figure 3) and Domain I (Figure 4), respectively. The predicted structures
were confirmed well to the stereochemistry indicating a reasonably
good quality model. The quality of a model can also be approximately
predicted from the sequence similarity of both structure (model used as
template and the final model). The RMSD of four models were 0.703 Å,
0.264 Å, (12.992 & 0.762) Å, 0.722 Å of Alpha MoRE (Figure 1), PXD

Protein (aa)

Regions of disorder (aa)

Disorder (%)

L (2244)

36-46, 185-200, 249-255, 492-505, 600-620, 631-646, 660-675, 685-705, 775-795, 915-924, 1049-1070, 1067-1088, 1142-1150, 12641292, 1338-1355, 1461-1480, 1568-1580, 1702-1720, 1790-1811, 1883-1884, 1887-1891,1940-1943, 2135-2144, 2204-2215

14.97

N (532)

18-26, 60-62, 112-132, 140-147, 179-195, 345-385, 424-446, 453-473, 492-532

32.89

P (709)

27-38, 55-109, 118-120, 124-145

53.31

Table 1: Prediction of Intrinsic disorder amino acid in N, P and L proteins of Nipah virus.
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Domain

Alpha MoRE

PXD

PMD

Domain I

Secondary Structure

PORTER%

YASPIN%

Jpred
Jnet%

Jhmm%

Jpssm%

Average%

α-helix

90.48

76.19

80.95

80.95

80.95

β-sheet

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

81.9
0.0

coil-coil

9.52

23.08

19.05

19.05

19.05

17.95
73.724

α-helix

90.19

74.5

66.67

68.63

68.63

β-sheet

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

coil-coil

9.8

25.49

33.33

29.41

29.41

25.488
55.89

α-helix

75.7

53.27

52.34

52.34

45.79

β-sheet

0.0

18.69

6.54

2.8

10.28

7.66

coil-coil

24.3

34.58

58.88

55.14

42.99

43.18
71.15

α-helix

75.52

66.15

71.88

71.35

70.83

β-sheet

1.04

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.29

coil-coil

23.44

31.25

28.13

26.04

26.56

27.08

Table 2: Calculated secondary structure elements by Porter, YASPIN, Jpred.

Figure 1: Homology modeling of Alpha MoRE. The model is colored from blue at the N-terminus to red at the C-terminus. (A) is tertiary structure of Alpha MoRE and
(B) is result of validation from remachandran plot.

Figure 2: Homology modeling of PXD. The model is colored from blue at the N-terminus to red at the C-terminus. (A) is tertiary structure of PXD and (B) is result of
validation from remachandran plot.
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Figure 3: Homology modeling of PMD. The model is colored from blue at the N-terminus to red at the C-terminus. (A) is tertiary structure of PMD and (B) is result of
validation from remachandran plot.

Figure 4: Homology modeling of Domain I. The model is colored from blue at the N-terminus to red at the C-terminus. (A) is tertiary structure of Domain I and (B) is
result of validation from remachandran plot.

Name of the
model

ERRAT v2

Alpha MoRE
PXD

RAMPAGE (ramachandran plot)
Favourable
region%

Allowed
region%

Outlier
region%

100.00

100

0.0

0.0

97.619

97.9

0.0

2.1

PMD

98.077

99.1

0.9

0.0

Domain I

92.350

99.3

1.1

0.6

Table 3: Result of validation of all domains.

(Figure 2), PMD (Figure 3), Domain I (Figure 4), respectively, referring
the model are similar from the model generated by the server. Therefore,
the predicted models were acceptable for further structural analysis. The
results of validation suggest the better understanding of conformational
figures of all models. These structures will provide a good foundation for
structural analysis of total RdRp complex.

Protein-protein docking and interaction analysis
The analysis of protein interaction with other proteins is the key
point to know the intermolecular complexity of any complex formed
Biochem Physiol
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by two or more proteins. In this study, protein-protein docking was
applied to explore the binding mechanism in RdRp complex. The
binding analysis provides the overall structural feature of the complex
and gives the information about binding affinity of one protein with
another. The binding of Alpha MoRE to PXD is shown in Figure 5
which have four hydrophobic interaction with 5Å and four hydrogen
bond with 4Å (Table 4).
The pairwise RMSD value calculated by pymol for Alpha MoREPXD interaction is 0.000 in PXD and 0.001 in Alpha MoRE however, the
complex from patchdock align with the complex from pyDock referring
that the complex has no difference in either server. PMD bind with
Domain I (Figure 6) by 10 hydrophobic interactions and 3 hydrogen
bonds (Table 5). In the case of PMD-Domain I, the pairwise RMSD
value is 0.003 in PMD and 0.000 in Domain I calculated according to the
same way that was done Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction. Consequently,
both of two interactions have the validity for further analysis.

Comparison between two interactions
The protein-protein interaction plays an important role in structure
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Hydrophobic interaction (5Å)
Position Residue

Chain

Position

Residue

Chain

25

TYR

PXD

13

ALA

Alpha MoRE

25

TYR

PXD

4

LEU

Alpha MoRE

29

ALA

PXD

7

LEU

Alpha MoRE

38

ILE

PXD

7

LEU

Alpha MoRE

Hydrogen bond (4Å)
41

THR

PXD

OG1

3.43

14

LYS

Alpha MoRE

O

24

GLY

PXD

O

3.73

1

THR

Alpha MoRE

N

34

GLU

PXD

OE2

3.24

8

ARG

Alpha MoRE

N

22

LEU

PXD

O

3.22

10

ARG

Alpha MoRE

NH2

Table 4: Binding of Alpha MoRE domain to PXD domain.
Hydrophobic interaction (5Å)
Position Residue

Figure 5: Interaction analysis between Alpha MoRE (shown as red cartoon)
and PXD (shown as blue cartoon). Hydrophobic interacting residues are shown
in yellow color whereas hydrogen bond interacting residues are shown in green
color. One ionic interacting residue is also shown by magenta color.

Chain

Position

Residue

Chain

154

VAL

DomainI

66

LEU

PMD

166

TYR

DomainI

104

LEU

PMD

166

TYR

DomainI

107

MET

PMD

169

ILE

DomainI

104

LEU

PMD

169

ILE

DomainI

107

MET

PMD

170

MET

DomainI

107

MET

PMD

170

MET

DomainI

111

ILE

PMD

180

ILE

DomainI

66

LEU

PMD

184

TYR

DomainI

10

TYR

PMD

184

TYR

DomainI

66

LEU

PMD

Hydrogen bond (4Å)
Position Residue

Chain

Atom Distance Position Residue Chain Atom

184

TYR

DomainI

OH

3.81

9

LYS

PMD

184

TYR

DomainI

OH

3.37

63

ASP

PMD

O
O

177

CYS

DomainI

SG

3.35

67

ASN

PMD

ND2

Table 5: Binding of PMD domain to Domain I.

Figure 6: Interaction analysis of PMD (shown as red cartoon) and Domain I
(shown as blue cartoon). Hydrophobic interacting residues are shown in yellow
color whereas hydrogen bond interacting residues are shown in green color.
Ionic interacting residues are also represented by cyan color. Additionally
one aromatic aromatic interacting is shown by skyblue color and black color
residues represent one aromatic sulphur interaction.

based drug target identification. The study opens the way to the structural
evaluation of RdRp complex, because the gain of structure arising from
two interactions may lead to the formation of the complex. The strongest
binding interaction was characterized by protein-protein binding energy
which is given in Table 6. The interface areas of 631.4 Å2 and 726.8 Å2 of
PXD-Alpha MoRE (Figure 5) and PMD-Domain I (Figure 6) respectively
represent that surface buried in PXD by the Alpha MoRE is smaller than
the buried surface area of Domain I by PMD domain.
It implies that PXD-Alpha MoRE interaction is less strong than
PMD-Domain I interaction. This assume due to previous studies
which reveal that weak complexes have loosely packed interfaces that
are smaller than in tight complexes [44]. The lower buried surface area
of the NiV Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction is consistent with the lower
affinity of the binding reaction as compared with the PMD-DomainI

Biochem Physiol
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Interaction analysis (Å)

Alpha MoRE-PXD

PMD-Domain I

Hydrophobic interaction

4

10

Hydrogen bond interaction

4

3

Ionic interaction

1

1

Aromatic-Sulpher interaction

0

1

Aromatic- Aromatic interaction

0

1

631.4

726.8

-14.963

-30.296

Interface area (Å2)
Interaction in pyDock (kcal/mol)
Interaction in Patchdock

5742

15010

Interaction in Firedock

4.18

-71.50

Table 6: Types of interaction of two complexes and their binding energy.

interaction. Moreover another reason for less tightly bound complex
of NiV PXD-Alpha MoRE is the type of interaction and their number.
The PXD-Alpha MoRE share 4 hydrophobic interactions where PMDDomain I share 10 hydrophobic interactions suggesting complexity as
more hydrophobicity infer stronger binding. Additionally PMD-Domain
I have aromatic-aromatic and aromatic-sulpher bond determine the
increasing of binding affinity of PMD to Domain I (Table 6).
The Alpha MoRE-PXD complex cannot be excessively stable for
this transition to occur efficiently at a high rate. By the analysis of the
result, it is predicted that the PXD domain of P protein can be used as
drug target for protein ligand docking approach.

Conclusion
We presented the prediction of disorderness in proteins of RdRp
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complex which have highly disordered region. By this finding we fuel
up our work to design the model of interacting domain rather than
whole, contribute to form RdRp complex. Tertiary structure of these
domains helps us to get the pattern of interaction with one another.
It reports that Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction is more flexible than
PMD-DomainI interaction. PMD-Domain I move through PXDAlpha MoRE interaction during viral RNA synthesis [14] and from
our analysis we have found PXD-Alpha MoRE interaction is less stable
than PMD-Domain I interaction considering that the contact between
PXD and Alpha MoRE within the RdRp complex has formed/deformed
repeatedly to give access the polymerase (L protein) to move through the
nucleocapsid template. We concluded our study by providing result that
the Alpha MoRE-PXD interaction can be used as a target for antiviral
drug design. This study has given an idea to design a new drug molecule
against the PXD domain which will bind with more affinity than Alpha
MoRE. This inhibition of PXD-Alpha MoRE interaction will stop the
formation of RdRp complex hence transcription and replication also be
stopped and the virus will be inhibited.
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